Absrract-We are interested in designing a state feedback law for an affine nonlinear system to render a (as small as possible) compact neighborhood of the equilibrium of interest globally attractive. Following Artstein's theorem 111, the problem can be solved by designing a so called control Lyapunov function. The object of this note is to show how such a function can be explicitly constructed for some cascaded nonlinear systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the following affine nonlinear system: where x lives in If]", n L 2 , U is a scalar input, f and g are at least C' vector-fields, and f ( 0 ) = 0. The state being measured, our objective is to design a state feedback rendering a (as small as possible) neighborhood of the origin globally attractive.
To solve this problem, inspired by Lyapunov's second method, we design the control law for the time derivative of a scalar function h ( x ) to be strictly negative, h being positive, C' and radially unbounded, i.e., h ( x ) + w iff 1) x1I --* + W .
This note is organized as follows. In Section I1 we use Artstein's theorem [l] to show that the solution to our problem can be reduced to designing a so called control Lyapunov function ( c l f ) (see Definition 1). In Section Ill, we propose such a design for a cascaded system and give illustrative examples. We give our conclusion in Section IV. The proofs of all Lemmas are given in the Appendix.
In the following, for the sake of simplicity, our assumptions will be global in x. However, if they are satisfied only in the open set { x I h( x ) < M # O}, the corresponding conclusion applies to solutions whose initial conditions are in this set.
THE CONTROL LYAPUNOV FUNCTION APPROACH
Let h be a C' function, its time derivative at x along the solutions of (1) is: (L,h denoting the Lie derivative of h along f) A(. ) = L,h(X) + u L , h ( x ) . (2) Our stabilization problem is solved if we can assign some strictly negative value to A(x). Clearly, this is possible at all points x where L , h ( x ) is not zero. The difficulty is to deal with the points where L,h(x) is actually zero. This justifies the following definition.
Definition 1 (clf) [I] 
From this definition, the origin is the only stationary point of a clf. Moreover, such a function is proper, i.e., the preimage of a compact set is also compact.
To study continuity of the feedback law, we will need the notion of "small control property" introduced by Artstein [l] .
Definition 2 (scp) [IJ, [IIJ:
A crf h is said to satisfy the small control property (scp) if for all strictly positive 6 , we can find a strictly positive 6 such that, for all x , 11 xII < 6, x # 0, there exists
(3)
The following result due to Sontag [ l l 
DESIGN OF A clf
Let us apply the aforementioned theorem to the following cascaded system:
where z is in $ j " -' and y in $2 and such that a positive C' proper function h,( z ) and a CO control law U,( E ) are known and satisfy
A typical example for ( 5 ) is the case of a system which has been maximally linearized by feedback and diffeomorphism [8]. The system linearized at the origin is not stabilizable and therefore there is no C' control law asymptotically stabilizing this point.
However, Kawski has proposed a general method for small-time locally controllable systems in the plane which, in this example, gives a locally Holder control law guaranteeing asymptotic stabilization.
To apply our method, we check that points 1 and 2 of Lemma 1 are satisfied when, according to (14), we choose
p r 2 (17)
with c strictly larger than 1 . Point 3 holds also with 
3) for all nonzero z , we have
( 1 2 ) About scp, we observe that (16) exhibits the following homogeneity property:
(20) With our choice, uO satisfies the same homogeneity is a clf for system (5) for all real cy such that h," is a C' function Hence, we have reduced the design of a clf to that of searching
and for all strictly positive real (3. 
This implies that scp is satisfied. It follows from Theorem 1 that the origin can be made asymptotically stable with a control law continuous on R2. Moreover, the larger p , the smoother on W2 -((0, o)} this stabilizing control is.
Having a clf h, (4) is an appropriate control law for stabilizing any compact neighborhood of the origin. However, the particular expression ( 1 3 ) for h allows us to propose the following more
On the other hand, with a suitable choice of 0 , expression (15) satisfies the following homogeneity (expected from (22)): For the case, where we have a cascaded system more involved than a simple integrator, we proceed by induction. At each step, the difficulty is to find a desingularizing function to avoid the lack of smoothness of the control given by the previous step.
Example 2: Consider the following three-dimensional system proposed by Kawski in [6] :
From (25) in Example I , we have to find a desingularizing function p which is zero iff y -x 3 = 3c2z+ -3c( y -z'). (13) is a homogeneous crf function with degree 28. Hence, scp is satisfied. This allows us to conclude that the origin of (27) then condition 3 only is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a locally asymptotically stabilizing CO control law.
IV. CONCLUSION
For an affine nonlinear system, we have studied the problem of rendering globally attractive a (as small as possible) compact neighborhood of the equilibrium. A solution consists of assigning the dynamical behavior of a Lyapunov function. The resulting control law has singularities. But, according to Artstein's theorem, a smooth control law exists if and only if we can find a Lyapunov function such that the open-loop dynamic makes this function decrease at the singular points.
For systems which (possibly after feedback and diffeomorphism) are in a cascade form, we design a Lyapunov function meeting Artstein's conditions, assuming the knowledge of a control law stabilizing the equilibrium of the head nonlinear subsystem. In particular, for planar systems, this gives sufficient conditions and necessary conditions for a compact neighborhood of the equilibrium to be stabilized.
APPENDIX

A . I . Proof of Lemma I First
Step: h is a C' proper function. I ) h is C': To show that h in (13) is C ' , it is sufficient to prove Hence h ( y , z ) = 0 implies y = 0 and z = 0.
Second
Step: h is a crf: By construction, we have:
which is strictly negative for all nonzero z .
A.2. Proof of Lemma 2
Since U is continuous, the solutions ( z ( t ) , y ( t ) ) of (32) exist and are C' for any initial conditions. Hence, by assumption, for any initial condition, there exists a C' time function y ( t ) such that the corresponding solution of enters the compact set { z 13y:( z , y ) E K } , within finite time. Following a trivial extension of [13, Lemma 3.11, this implies: for every z outside the set { z I 3 y : ( z , y ) E K } , there exists y such that zk(y, z ) is strictly negative.
To conclude, we note that, h, being a C' proper function with no stationary point outside the connected set { z 13y:( z , y ) E K } , which contains 0, z and -( z ) have same sign outside this set.
A . 3 . (2s) Stabilizes (16)
Noticing that L f h can be written
A satisfies A = -c ( y -(cz)')(y -zf)(2y' + (3cf -q y z ;
where, c being strictly larger than 1, the quadratic form
in y and ( c z ) 4 is always positive. Therefore, the only difficulty is when ( y -(cz) +)( y -z') is negative. In this case, y is between z t and (cz) and we get the following inequalities:
This allows us to state that in any case
is strictly negative for all nonzero ( z , y ) , we
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In this note, we consider the following discrete-time analog of (1.1):
where u k , u k , k = 0, 1,2, . . . , are independent standard normal random variables, and [ T / E ] is the largest integer less than T / t . Actually, (1.2) approximates (1.1) in the following way. One discretizes (1.1) with time-step size E and replaces X k , by xk, y k + l ) tby A u k ? y k + I ) c -vkc by A u k , and e -l ( Y ( k + l ) r -' k c ) by Y k ' To illustrate the ideas without undue technical complications, we assume that all of the processes x k , y k , u k , uk in (1.2) are 1-dimensional, and that h(x) has just two intervals of monotonicity.
In fact, we suppose that h( x) is strictly decreasing for x < 0 and strictly increasing for x > 0, with h(0) = 0. The detectability condition is the following: if x+> 0, x-< 0 are such that h( x + )
Our method is as follows, roughly speaking. First, we test for zero crossings of xk on a time interval
crossings occur with probability very near 1 (Section 11). Next, we apply a test based on quadratic variations to decide whether x k > 0 The last condition U' # p2 is just the detectability condition (1.3). We also assume in (1.2) that f is smooth with f ' ( x ) bounded. For the sequential hypothesis test in Section IV, the assumption (1.4) allows us to find explicit estimates for the probabilities of incorrect decisions between positivity and negativity of x k , and for the mean decision time. This is done by a diffusion approximation technique as e -+ 0.
In this note, we focus on description of the method, on the diffusion approximation technique, and on numerical results reported in Section VI. Proofs of underlying mathematical results are omitted. In many instances, they are very similar to proofs given in [3] for the corresponding results for the continuous-time model.
Another test for positivity or negativity of x k on an interval K 5 k 5 K + M , based on likelihood ratios, is described in [SI.
While this likelihood ratio test is mathematically appealing, it was found in [5] that the sequential quadratic variation test gave consistently better results in numerical experiments.
In a sequel to this note, extensions of our results without the special assumption (1.4) will be considered. In addition, in that sequel corrections between u k . U , and between u k r U, will be allowed for 1 k -1 I 5 R with fixed R < 00. This is done to 0018-9286/91/1000-1181$01.00 0 1991 IEEE
